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The Ward Fellowship

About the Fellowship 01

John William Ward

At Boston Latin School, Bill Ward learned that

everyone should have a fair opportunity to

compete; a good education is essential to making

that opportunity meaningful. He once said that

what was needed in Massachusetts was “the

confidence that we have the intelligence and the

will to create good government . . . [which would]

depend on engaged citizens to become informed

and demand good government.” The Ward

Fellowship seeks to give students the chance to

become that kind of citizen, and so much more. 

During the course of the summer, students have the opportunity to meet as a group with each of

the host officials, and are given a unique view of public service that is shaped by the experiences

and philosophies of those decision-makers whose ideals, inspirations, party affiliations, and

legislative priorities are as diverse as the responsibilities and duties each official performs each

day to make sure that our commonwealth and city work for its citizens. The eighteen Fellows do

more than simple office work, and are given the 

opportunity to make substantive contributions to 

the office to which they are assigned. Because of 

the diverse nature of the offices, each Fellow gets 

a unique look at serving the public. The Ward 

Fellowship provides students with a summer that 

opens their eyes to the possibilities – and promise 

— that await them in the world of public service. 

Many alumni have gone on to work in public service. 

"One must act as if one can

make a difference"



Xiangan He 
Coordinator • U.S. District Judge Mark L. Wolf H '90
Boston College

Last year, Xiangan was a Ward Fellow under School Building
Authority Director, Jack McCarthy. He was inspired to
become Coordinator this summer after the impact he
drove via. working as a Fellow in the midst of COVID last
year. Xiangan plans to use his Ward Fellowship experience
to create global impact in the coming years.

Punnya Kalapurakkel
US District Judge Patti Saris GLS '69
Boston College

A former fellow at the climate justice organization Our Climate,
Punnya began to take a specific interest in public service. Its
humanity and urgency left her incredibly energized. Working
with The Honorable Judge Patti Saris this summer, she is eager
to gain an understanding of how policy is interpreted in a court
of law, and how the court system is integrated into the larger
framework of government operations. 

Anna Wilcox 
Inspector General Glenn Cunha
University of California, Berkeley

From a young age, Anna felt a firm connection and commitment to
the environment. Anna joined statewide environmental
organizations where she lobbied legislators to support strong
renewable energy commitments, equitable carbon pricing, and to
empower environmental justice communities. She also lobbied for
increased transparency in state government, and was absolutely
thrilled to continue ensuring accountability and transparency
within state government at the Office of the Inspector General.
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Naomi Carrigg  
Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs Kathleen Theoharides
American University

As a life-long resident of Jamaica Plain, she has attended countless
Earth day celebrations and protests in the neighborhood. 
 Motivated by the growing youth climate movement, and scared
by the prospect of an exponentially warming planet, Naomi lobbied
for bills, hosted climate workshops for her peers, and built a giant
mosaic on the Boston Common to gather support for a carbon
pricing bill. Coupled with her growing interest in politics, these
experiences inspired her to join the Ward Fellowship.

Lea Carrigg
School Building Authority Director Jack McCarthy WF ’76
American University

Motivated by the growing youth climate movement, and
scared by the prospect of an exponentially warming planet,
Naomi lobbied for bills, hosted workshops for her peers, and
built a giant whale mosaic on the Boston Common to call
attention to the need for a carbon pricing bill in her junior year.
She is eager to continue pursuing her interests this summer
and is thankful for this opportunity. 

William Hu
Commissioner of Elementary and Secondary Education Jeffrey C. Riley P’16
Rising Senior

In his extracurricular activities, William found a new love in
discussing current events at Model UN and Junior States of
America. After volunteering on multiple political campaigns
and running a few of his own, William knew that he wanted
to serve the American public as a career, whether it be
through politics or through volunteering.  By partaking in the
Ward Fellowship, William hopes to gain valuable experience in
the public service sector.
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Lucia Mulei
School Building Authority Director Jack McCarthy ’76
Rising Senior

After the COVID-19 pandemic began in March of 2020 and
hospitals closed their doors to volunteers, gaining experience
in the private sector inspired Lucia to explore public health as
another possible career option. She applied for the Ward
Fellowship with the goal of learning more about public service
and the various careers available in the public sector.

Catherine Puyat
School Building Authority Director Jack McCarthy ’76
Rising Senior

Catherine's passion for public service began in 6th grade,
where she participated in her school’s MUN conference and
was able to travel to New York and visit the United Nations
Headquarters with her classmates. She plans to study political
science in college and attend law school after that.

Luciano Mascia 
CPCS Chair Anthony Benedetti
Rising Senior

Luciano Mascia was born in 2004 and has lived his whole life in
the same house in Jamaica Plain. He was first exposed to public
service in 8th grade when he was elected Student Council Head
with his slogan of “ vote for luchi and you will be gucci ''. This
sparked his interest in public service. When he heard about the
Ward Fellowship, he immediately seized the opportunity and is
now working with CPCS Chair Anthony Benedetti. He could not
be more excited, and is hoping this will be able to aid his future
career in public service and give him more experience in this field.
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Thomas White
Judge Cathi Campbell WF ’86
Bucknell University

Hailing from Southie, Thomas White has constantly been involved
in his community as a coach of both basketball and track for
local youth. In 2016, Thomas was an intern for State Senator
Linda Dorcena Forry, and this was where his understanding of
what government really did sparked. Seeing how much influence
everyday constituents have, he wanted to inspire citizens for
change, just like he did as a coach for the youth of Boston.
Thomas still coaches, and hopes to find places to volunteer at
Bucknell University, as a Posse Scholar.

Kristina Vo
Rep. Adrian Madaro WF ’06
Rising Senior

Growing up in Fields Corner, Kristina saw the first hand
struggles of Dorchester. Despite regulars facing issues of
evictions, discrimination, and poverty, they would still lend a
helping hand to Kristina and her family. She wanted to continue
her journey through public service by applying to the Ward
Fellowship. Currently she is looking forward to continuing her
social justice work throughout college. 

Thomas Huska
Boston City Councilor Matt O’Malley WF ’96
Rising Senior

Born and raised in West Roxbury, MA, Thomas has had an
appreciation for the importance of community. For several
years, he attended Tenacity’s Summer Tennis & Reading
Program, offered to Boston’s youth. Since then, Thomas has had
the pleasure of contributing to the program himself, both as a
volunteer and a Junior Staff Member, giving him the chance to
give back to his local community. Thomas is excited to have the
opportunity to get a firsthand glimpse into public service this
summer as a Ward Fellow. 
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Jacob Dietch
Boston City Councilor Matt O’Malley WF ’96
Rising Senior

Jacob Dietch has always had an interest in 20th century history.
This was spurred on by him having Jewish relatives on his
father’s side who immigrated from Russian Ukraine to escape
the pogroms. Jacob believes that it is important to talk about
the issues currently facing this country, but it is also imperative
that people act on their yearning for societal change. JSA is one
of the many extracurricular activities Jacob participates in while
tutoring younger students through the organization DOCEMUS.
Jacob plans to pursue a political science major in college

Mariana Colque
Boston City Councilor Andrea Campbell WF ’00
Boston University

Though one may see similarities between the Boston
neighborhoods' it is important to note that each came with a
different experience and memories. Mariana's unique
experiences in each of these neighborhoods had fostered a
sense of community and wanting to be involved. This includes her
work with her old elementary school. Her passion for community
service stems from that past as well as wanting to give back.
She applied to the fellowship to gain experience in something
political, a newfound interest that had become a passion. 

Nitz-fa Dimanche
Boston City Councilor Andrea Campbell WF ’00
San Francisco University

As states waver from blue to red, the 2016 election incited a fear
in her that Nitz-fa had never felt before. Her mind raced with all
the black deaths she witnessed, all of the injustices her young mind
never paid attention to until that year. However, in that same
moment, a fire of passion was ignited, a desire for change within a
system that never cared for people that looked like her. She
chased after activities and jobs that she can see create a direct
positive impact as one she wished she could have seen back then.
Her interest in politics and government stemmed from a fear of
the inability to enact change or great enough change and starting
with that fellowship she knew there was more she could do. 
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Zoe Nagasawa
Boston City Councilor Michelle Wu
Harvard College

Zoe has always been dedicated to building community in the heart
of the city. Attending Boston Public Schools for the majority of her
life, and transitioning from a predominantly Black elementary
school in Mattapan to the majority-white BLS, has exposed Zoe to
the inequities in BPS, especially around access to the Boston exam
schools. Because of this, she worked with the Center for
Collaborative Education to write a report about the uneven ground
that the exam schools stand on. She hopes to continue pursuing
education equity and environmental justice through the Ward
Fellowship and throughout her life. 

Amiel Ramey-Winikur
Boston City Councilor Michelle Wu
Rising Senior

Born in Philadelphia, raised in Roslindale, Amiel's life has always been
about change. As he began exploring in the professional sphere he
became increasingly interested in the interconnectedness of
science and politics. Fixated on the importance of preserving the
environment he wanted to learn about how public policy can be
used to create change and help others. The opportunity to gain a
greater understanding of the work that local officials do appealed
to him. He wanted to apply to the Ward fellowship and dive into the
world of public service. 

Emily Sun
Boston School Committee Member Ernani DeAraujo WF ’98
Harvard College

At Boston Latin School, Emily had her first taste of public
service with the Student Council in their “Town Hall” meetings
where students and faculty were brought together to discuss
specific, relevant issues such as the homework policy and
dress code. Here, she discovered the importance of including
the entire school committee to bring upon unique perspectives
that best lead to positive change. Most recently, she has
worked with Youth for CARE, a coalition that pushes for the
CARE bill that will mandate a more diverse and inclusive history
curriculum to be taught to students.
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Babbitt Fellow - Sachel Borgias Arias

Babbitt Fellow 08

About Julius E. Babbitt

The Julius E. Babbitt ‘87 Memorial Fellowship was

established in 2008 as a summer internship program,

designed to reward a deserving Class II Boston Latin

School student, who has exhibited his dedication to alma

mater, tireless community and public service and inspires

others to make our world better. Babbitt was the 1st

African-American elected class president at Boston

Latin School. He later served in the administrations of

four successive governors of Massachusetts: William F.

Weld, Paul Cellucci, Jane Swift and Mitt Romney.

Sachel joined the Fellowship because of her desire to learn about public service. Over the summer she

was able to gain a basic understanding about public service and civic engagement and enjoyed her

experience. The Ward Fellowship provides scholars the opportunity to work in the office of an elected

official in our government or judicial system.  more about public service. For as long as she can

remember, her mother always told her to take advantage of all of the opportunities that she came

across and the Ward Fellowship is a perfect example. This fellowship opened her eyes to different

viewpoints and helped her gain a better understanding of the problems we see going on in our world

and ways to combat them.

 

There is a realm of possibilities when it comes to public service. From the day I began thinking about my

future, I knew I wanted to help others in some form or another. This past summer I had the privilege to

do an internship at the Judicial Youth Corps. Through this internship, I was able to meet professionals in

public service such as attorneys, judges and public defenders. This experience really inspired me to

pursue a career in public service. I am currently a part of the Mayor’s Youth Council as well, where I

volunteer as a Youth Ambassador and work as a Latinx Liaison. As a part of the council we work to

spread the word on voting among youth and create projects chosen by Boston youth. Through the

council I have been able to work with the City of Boston Latinx liaison in supporting Latinx communities.

He has shown me the importance of giving back to your community and appreciating your roots.



Coronavirus, continued

Fellows' Experience 09

A memorable summer, despite remoteness.

The continuation of the impact of COVID-19 and its Delta variant could be seen this year with

most fellows adopting a hybrid model of work. Some went into their offices, while others stayed

remote. Still, Fellows worked in teams on collaborative projects and met with speakers through

videoconferences. The aspect of Mentorship with former Ward Fellows was continued throughout

this year as a significant value-add to the fellows' growth experiences. As we had been recently

somewhat emerging from the restrictiveness of COVID due to vaccination, in-person fellow

gathering events were able to be organized for fellows to better mutually connect.

"My summer as a Ward Fellow has been a summer of learning and growth. As an
intern working for a city councilor, I had the incredible opportunity to write policy
memos and engage with constituents " - Zoe Nagasawa

"We met with so many different people across various fields which showed me why
and how people get into public service and what they enjoy about it. The most
valuable part of this fellowship is meeting all of these important people" - Lea Carrigg

A Huge Thanks to our 2021 Mentors!

Vanessa Jarnes WF'12

Christopher Hurld WF'96

Ashlyn Garry WF'04

Aaron McCormick WF'20

Armen Youssoufian

Patricia Cahill WF'10

Mary O'Neill WF'96

Sean Gauthier

Abigail Mayer WF '12

Isaac Buck WF'12

Amelia Aubourg WF'99

Sabrina Acloque WF'00

Margaret Winikates WF'00

 

 

Sarita Frattaroli WF '00

Perrin Price WF'18

Ruthzee Louijeune WF'04

Rashaun Martin WF'97

Marcus Hughes WF'02

Andrew DeStefano WF'08

 



Sponsors & Speakers

Judge Patti Saris GLS '69
U.S. District Judge

Despite having her college years interrupted by anti-war
protests, Judge Saris' subsequent work for Senator Edward
Kennedy led her to gain appreciation for the legislative
process, and she told us about how she went on to become
a judge in 1986. She recounted her work reducing drug
sentences and bringing attention to the First Step Act as
Chair of the U.S. Sentencing Commission under the Obama
administration at a time when mass incarceration rates
were extremely high, and about how, even today, she
continues to fight for reduced sentences.

Glenn Cunha
Inspector General

Following 10 years in the private sector, Cunha took night
classes at Suffolk Law School and transitioned into work as
a public defender. Later on, Cunha worked in the Suffolk
County District Attorney’s Office as an Assistant Attorney
and served in the Attorney General’s Office as the chief of
the Insurance & Unemployment Fraud Division. Since he took
on the role of Inspector General, Cunha has been focused
on both the prevention and the detection of public
corruption. Cunha and his office ensure that every penny of
public funding in Massachusetts is accounted for.
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Sponsors & Speakers

Jack McCarthy, WF ’76
Executive Director of the Mass. School Building Authority 

Jack works to build accessible and safe school buildings throughout
the Commonwealth. His Fellows this year have the honor of
researching toxic school building materials to improve public health
and safety. Jack McCarthy is a proud Boston Latin School alumni.
After graduating from BLS, he attended Boston College, finishing
with a dual major in economics and political science. It was then that
he began pursuing a JD at Suffolk University Law School. At the
MSBA, Jack works with educational influences to fund school building
projects throughout Massachusetts and will continue to support the
development of modern, accessible, and environmentally conscious
buildings that serve as valuable resources for countless
Massachusetts communities.

Michelle Wu
Boston City Councilor At-Large / Mayoral Candidate

Michelle Wu is a first-generation American, the daughter of
Taiwanese immigrants, and legal guardian of her youngest
sister, so she understands the barriers everyday people face,
from learning English to having to support a family. Wu
launched her first campaign while pregnant, and her prominent
baby-bump sparked conversations with constituents about the
struggles of working without paid parental leave. Throughout
her tenure of 7 years as City Councilor, she has spearheaded
issues around equitable transportation, gentrification, and,
naturally, paid parental leave. Lately, she has been an advocate
for decreasing police funding and redistributing the money into
communities of color so that those areas could flourish.
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Sponsors & Speakers

Andrea Campbell, BLS ’00
Boston City Councilor

Councilor Andrea Campbell has dedicated her work to improving the
very city she has lived in all her life. After attending BPS schools all
her life and graduating from BLS in 2000, she studied at Princeton
University and UCLA Law School. At the age 29, Councilor Campbell
lost her twin brother Andre to the criminal justice system when he
died in custody. This experience soon became a catalyst for change.
As a City Councilor, Campbell’s work includes funding youth
development programming, reforming solitary confinement, and
strengthening the public education system. Councilor Campbell
continues her fight for a better Boston, reminding her team and us
that “if we are good and excellent, we can always do better.”

Matt O'Malley, WF ’96
Boston City Councilor

City Councillor Matt O’Malley’s dedication to public service is evident in his
extensive career as an elected official. O’Malley grew up in Roslindale and
while attending Boston Latin School found his passion for government and
politics. As a Ward fellow himself in '96 and Latin School grad in '97, O’Malley
worked for former Massachusetts Treasurer and Receiver General Joe
Malone. The Ward fellows asked the Councillor about topics ranging from
exam schools to environmental policy. O’Malley said his environmental
initiatives for the city have been his proudest work. As O’Malley addressed
the Ward fellows for the last time he said that being a city councillor has
been the absolute joy and honor of his professional career. As we ended the
meeting, O’Malley encouraged all of us to run for office or at least get
involved in politics because our age group are the ones leading the way on
huge issues and we should continue all our hard work. 
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Sponsors & Speakers

Kathleen Theoharides
Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs

Moving from her compelling history as an environmental scientist, she turned
to discuss how Massachusetts is handling climate resilience. She cited that
among the ambitious goals that Massachusetts has set for handling climate
change are strong environmental justice protections, more energy efficient
appliances, and net zero carbon emissions by 2050. She especially mentioned
the MVP Communities program, which was created by her team to advance
these goals. The program focuses on preparing communities for the harmful
effects of climate change, which includes restoring wetlands, protecting open
space, and reinforcing harbors. Another project she has been working on with
the Governor is the modernization of sewer infrastructure to be climate
resilient. She showed the fellows several locations across Massachusetts
where roads had caved in around sewage pipes in the wake of storms and
described how her department works to repair and give aid to these areas. 

Adrian Madaro, WF '06
Suffolk County State Representative

Adrian Madaro is the Massachusetts State Representative for East Boston.
He is a former Ward Fellow as well the most community oriented politicians I
have ever encountered. After graduating from BLS he went on to Tufts
University where he participated in the Miller fellowship, interning in the
office of New York Senator Kirsten Gillibrand. Adrian’s experience in DC was
a unique one because he was in the office of a non Massachusetts senator,
this made him feel disconnected from the work he was doing as he didn't
understand the problems and needs of his constituents. Even though he
didn't have the mayor's endorsement, he was able to pull out a win becoming
the State Representative for Eastie. Adrian’s passion for public service is
extremely admirable and inspiring as he strives to make Eastie a better
place for all.
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Sponsors & Speakers

Jeff C. Riley, P'16
Commissioner of Elementary and Secondary Education

Riley waves off rigid adherence to strict orthodoxies in education
thinking, saying he is open to any good idea that can help drive
student improvement. He also described the “failure of educational
leadership” that plagued the current school system. In the past, his
direct actions to improve our school district involve bringing in
charter school operators to run two of the city’s most troubled
schools, giving them lots of running room but also insisting that they
be staffed with unionized district teachers. He also pushed more
authority over decisions to the school level, cutting back the central
office staff by 40 percent.

Anthony Benedetti, BLS '83
CPCS Chair

Anthony Benedetti grew up in West Roxbury, MA, and graduated from
Boston Latin School in 1983. After graduating from Boston College, he
began his law career as an audit specialist and then spent 5 years as a
public defender for the CPCS. He then transitioned to the CPCS General
Counsel for just over a decade. He is now the Chief Counsel for the
Committee for Public Counsel Services. Mr. Benedetti throughout his
career has helped nurture and cultivate the CPCS. The CPCS’s staff and
number of clients they represent have grown exponentially since Mr.
Benedetti has been in charge. He has also made great strides in helping
the Juvenile Justice System and helping the wrongfully convicted. His
many accomplishments have ushered him into receiving the Champion of
State Criminal Justice Reform Award. 
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Sponsors & Speakers

Ernani DeAraujo, WF ’98
Boston Public Schools Committee Member

Ernani’s experience through the BPS system has helped him immensely as he
currently serves on the Boston School Committee, especially through the process
of determining a new exam school admissions policy. Before any vote takes place,
Ernani always makes sure to listen to any and all feedback from his constituents,
noting there will be differing viewpoints but that all are justified and valuable when it
comes to making the best decision for the families of Boston. Even after the exam
schools admissions policy vote, Ernani still took the time to meet and listen to
parents’ concerns so that when tweaks to the plan were made, their voices would
be heard. An important philosophy to Ernani is that what the constituents need and
what will serve them best should be placed above anything else, regardless of one’s
own political beliefs. Currently, Ernani plans to tour BPS school facilities and help
schools identify where the federal ESSER funding for the recovery of schools post-
COVID can be well-spent. He is also tackling the issue of special education models in
BPS school, how they can be improved and where support is needed.

Rashaun Martin, WF ’96
Educators of Color Cultivation & Retention Specialist

Rashaun Martin grew up in Boston and is now a Boston Public Schools
Administrator. Mr Martin’s love for public service began when he aided the
exam school initiative to diversify Boston Public Schools. He would go door
to door and inform students and families of color why they should attend
Boston Public Schools and the benefits of increasing diversity. . This job
entails not only increasing the diversity of the student population but also
diversifying the workplace in Boston Public Schools. This is a pressing
matter because only 36% of the Boston Public School’s community are
people of color. His experience at Latin School gives him a great
perspective of what changes need to be made to help the Boston Public
School community as a whole. Mr Martin’s senior quote from graduating
Boston Latin School was simply “to serve the people well” and he has been
doing exactly that.
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Sponsors & Speakers

Judge Cathi Campbell, WF ’86
Massachusetts District Court Judge

Judge Cathi Campbell has been an attorney in Massachusetts for more
than nineteen years. Judge Campbell has handled various civil litigation
and employment matters before the First Circuit Court of Appeals, the
U.S. District Court, Suffolk Superior Court, and the Massachusetts
Commission Against Discrimination. Judge Campbell detailed how the
Ward Fellowship and her ability to meet inspiring public officials pivoted
her life towards public service. She encouraged the fellows to reflect on
our early exposure to public service and treasure them because they're
"once-in-a-lifetime".
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Sponsors & Speakers

Governor Charlie Baker
Governor of Massachusetts

Governor Baker spent his Wednesday morning listening to and empathizing with
Ward Fellows and their public service experiences from his office at Beacon Hill
via Zoom. Baker shared with the attendees the disconnect he felt between the
media portrayal of government, and his personal experience as a public servant.
He also discussed the environmental initiatives of his administration, including the
years-long effort to install a wind farm off the Cape. Baker talked about the
push for hydropower in Massachusetts following Vermont’s successful
implementation of hydropower into its grid from working with a company in
Canada (Hydro-Québec). Baker remarks from his long time in public service that
people often agree about the ends of solving a problem, but not the means to do
so. Despite the difficulties that those serving the public may encounter, Baker
reflected on how public service has been such a meaningful responsibility for him
and he encouraged the Fellows to explore their own public service interests.

Ethan Torrey
Legal Counsel, Supreme Court of the United States

This July, the Ward Fellows had the pleasure of meeting with Ethan Torrey,
who serves as the Legal Counsel of the Supreme Court of the United States.
Ethan emphasized the value of getting to watch great analytical thinkers at
work and how they come to reach the decisions they make. After serving in
the public sphere for a few years, Ethan went on to work in private practice
for a number of years. He explained that this experience made him a better
lawyer. Ethan stressed the importance of learning as much as you can from
everyone you work with across your career. He emphasized the importance
of being part of building something for the future. It is with such inspiration
and purpose that Ethan encouraged all of us to embark on our future
pursuits.
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Sponsors & Speakers

Francois A. DiFolco
Associate Director, Office of Administrative Operations of the Library of Congress

Francois DiFolco serves under the Congressional Research Service, which is a non-partisan
body that only serves to help inform and research issues for members of Congress.
Sometimes research is done where there are questions from constituents that
congressional offices need help to answer. The CRS are adjunct staff for Congress
members, providing research and analysis to support the Congress members’ legislative
process but not make a decision for them. When providing research, the staff make sure to
encapsulate all the viewpoints so members can make an informed decision based on all the
facts. It is a think tank for Congress to make sure they have the info necessary to make a
decision on the issues they deliberate.

Up until a few decades ago, the LOC was just a research library used by Congress without
public facing resources. Now, some of the resources are available to the public and there is
work to increase accessibility. Some initiatives include the American veteran history project
and the national law library. Currently, the LOC hopes to chronicle the lives of marginalized
people to try to encompass all of history and not just from one viewpoint.

Pablo Zylberglait
Staff Attorney, Federal Trade Commission

Pablo Zylberglait described the FTC's responsibility to
adapt quickly in these rapidly changing times.  He discussed
his duties at the FTC, such as managing the Honors
Paralegal, Mentoring, and Reverse Mentoring Programs
and how he represented the Bureau in the agency’s
efforts to update the Operating Manual. He also
elaborated on opportunities that engaged public servants
may get involved with work from the FTC.
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The Honorable
Judge Mark L. Wolf

About the Chairman 19

Remarks from the Chairman

Judge Wolf of the United States District Court, District of Massachusetts, has served as the founder and

head of the Ward Fellowship since its creation in 1986. Presiding over the Ward Fellow selection process,

Judge Wolf has, for the past thirty-five years, served as the central point of cohesion among the Fellows,

alumni, and the many local and statewide officials associated with the program. Through his role in the

Fellowship as well as his position as Federal Judge, he has inspired and empowered young people to believe

in and participate in public service. Despite his persistently time-consuming caseload, he has never turned

his back on the Fellowship he established, but has rather honored John William Ward’s legacy by expanding

both participation in and breadth of the program. Each year, Judge Wolf provides each Fellow the

opportunity to ask him about his experience and to share his or her own. His sincere commitment to

hearing the input of Fellows from year to year has allowed the program to develop into an enduring

component of the Boston Latin School and the Boston community.

The John William Ward Public Service Fellowship for Boston Latin School

students was established in 1986 to encourage the development of the

engaged citizens and honorable public servants that Bill Ward advocated as

essential to improving a state government for which the Ward Commission

found in the 1970s, “corruption was a way of life.” As this newsletter reflects,

many fine public officials have provided the Fellows with exceptional

opportunities and wonderful role models. As the Fellows’ comments

demonstrate, they have been inspired to participate in the public 

life of our Commonwealth, and, through the Washington D.C. 

Stanley Miller Fellowship for former Ward Fellows, of our country. 

Hundreds of them are now energetically engaged citizens. 

Boston City Councilor Matt O’Malley (Ward Fellow ‘96) 

and State Representative Adrian Madaro (Ward Fellow ‘06)

are examples of Ward Fellows emerging as admirable public 

officials themselves. The Ward and Miller Fellows have 

refreshed the idealism of their elders, and provided 

Bill Ward and Stanley Miller with vibrant living legacies. 

We are grateful to them and to all who contribute to 

making the Fellowships possible



Eamon Fennessy (‘49) lived a life committed to public service. While a student at BLS, Eamon spent a semester in Washington,

DC serving as a page for Congressman Christian Herter. After graduating from Georgetown, Eamon served in the US Navy,

rising to the rank of commander during his 20 years of service. Eamon moved to New Jersey and obtained an MBA from

Fairleigh Dickinson before embarking on a thirty year career in government affairs for Hoffman-La Roche and the BOC Group.

During his career in the private sector, he served in numerous neighborhood leadership roles, as a sports coach, as a dedicated

parishioner and active public servant. In 2004, Massachusetts Governor Mitt Romney appointed Eamon to the Designer

Selection Board, responsible for selecting the designers of public buildings across the Commonwealth. His appointment was

continued under Governor Deval Patrick. After passing away in 2016, Eamon’s family wanted to give back to today’s

generation of BLS students and recent alumni so that they may benefit from similar experiences in public service. The Eamon

Fennessy Fellowship was established in order to provide an opportunity to former John William Ward Fellows currently enrolled

in college to intern for a summer in Washington, DC for a member of the United States Congress. In conjunction with the

Stanley Miller Fellowship, these opportunities have proven life changing for dozens of BLS and Ward Fellowship graduates.

When asked why public service was such an important part of his life, one of Eamon’s children and the Fellowship’s benefactor,

Maureen Bousa, said that he truly believed “to whom much is given, much is expected.” Maureen detailed that growing up in a

family of eight, Eamon knew the value of hard work, fairness and collaboration from an 

early age. He also knew the immense opportunity that Boston Latin School had 

provided him and so many other immigrant families growing up in Boston. 

Throughout his life, giving back to his community and passing those lessons on

 to his children was an incredibly important mission. The Fennessy family is 

especially proud that the Fellowship not only provides the opportunity for 

students to spend a summer in Washington, DC but that it gives them the 

financial security necessary to immerse themselves in their internships and 

not worry about housing or financial necessities for the summer. Maureen 

hopes that Fennessy Fellows walk away from their summer with an appreciation 

that the democracy our founding fathers put into place nearly 250 years ago 

is still alive and well today in Washington, DC. “Despite the noise, there are 

many elected officials and staff people in DC who are intrinsically optimistic. 

They believe you can work hard and work together to make our country a 

better place for its citizens.” While the Fellowship has been on pause over 

the last two summers due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the continued support 

of Maureen and the Fennessy family will allow the summer 2022 to have

 the largest number of Fennessy Fellows in the program’s history. 

Our community thanks them for their continued support; it is an honor 

for us to help keep the legacy of Eamon Fennessy alive.

Fellowship Spotlight: Eamon Fennessy 
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In Memoriam: Robert Turner
by Hilary Krieger

Robert L. Turner was a Ward Fellows Sponsor from 1997-2010 in his roles as an editor of the Boston Globe, and
later director of the Commonwealth Compact of the University of Massachusetts. He was awarded the 35th
Anniversary Award Recognition by Judge Wolf in June 2021.  Mr. Turner passed away in July 2021. 
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When Bill Ward said that “one must act as if one can make a
difference,” he embedded a question within his declaration: How
does one make a difference? Former Ward Fellowship sponsor
Bob Turner, who passed away in July from pancreatic cancer,
provided the answer: One makes a difference by touching the
lives of others. As a sponsor first at The Boston Globe and then
at the Commonwealth Compact, Bob seized the opportunity to
be a mentor and encourage the next generation – to help
shape and steer their future. “To this day, I still credit much of
my career trajectory to Bob and my experience working for
the Commonwealth Compact,” wrote Michelle Yan, WF ’08, in an
exemplification of that impact. Her reflection was included in a
journal in tribute to Bob that Ward Fellowship alumni compiled
this June. “Interning for the Commonwealth Compact was my
first entry into the fight for racial equity in our society. Bob, you
taught me to own that fight head-on,” she wrote. “I strive to
uphold those values every day.” And Sam Brenner, WF ’09, who
credited the spirit of public service that he learned as a Ward
Fellow under Bob for his decision to serve in the Marines and
then study law and public policy in graduate school, wrote: “I
have always tried to emulate your happy warrior ethos, ever
optimistic about making progress despite the long road of work
ahead.” Michelle and Sam were privileged to spend a summer
working with Bob, but he was able to touch many others even
when only interacting with them for a few 
moments.  I know, because I’m one of them. 
Back when I was a fellow, in the 
summer of 1994, Bob wasn’t 
yet a Ward sponsor. But Judge Mark 
L. Wolf, for whom I worked, knew 
of my interest in journalism and
arranged for me to talk to him. 
That opportunity to be taken 
seriously and encouraged 
in my dreams gave me 
hope and energy in 
pursuing them. 
Over the years, Bob 
became a guide as I
looked to explore 
different 
opportunities.
Of course, Bob’s 
own pursuit of 
journalism expanded
that touch even 
further, to the 
thousands
– even millions – 
of readers who 
encountered his 
insightful reporting 
and thought 
provoking columns 
over the years and 
to the public figures 
 

he held accountable, many of whom begrudgingly
acknowledged their admiration for his straight-

shooting in the obituary about Bob that ran in the
Globe.) As Mark put in a letter to his dear friend Bob

that accompanied the presentation of the Ward
alumni journal in June: “The goal of the Ward Fellowship

is to encourage the development of the engaged
citizens and honest public servants that Bill Ward

advocated as essential to democracy, and are needed
now more than ever. These messages demonstrate
that you have contributed greatly to advancing this

mission.” As did the articles he penned. These two
strains of impact – making a difference through

personal relationships and professional endeavor –
dovetailed this spring, when Bob reached out to me to

edit his final op- ed. Now an opinion editor for NBC
News Digital, I was honored that the journalism spark

he personally helped nurture in me had brought me to a
place where I could collaborate with him professionally.

And the message that he felt urgently needed to be
conveyed reflected the

larger nurturing of engaged citizens and honest public
servants that animated his work across

his career. “The core challenge facing the nation is to
bring back the nonpartisan arbiters, who are the true

gatekeepers of democracy,” he wrote in the 
aftermath of the Trump presidency. 

He said each one of us must act to 
“urgently restore trust in the 

independent, truth-telling 
institutions inside and outside 

government that are crucial to 
the proper functioning 

of our republic.” Though it 
would have been easy to 

feel overwhelmed and 
saddened by the 

challenge, Bob instead 
told readers, 

“This is the key task, 
because little can 
be accomplished 
as along as public

cynicism dominates.”
Now Bob’s family 
is continuing this 

tradition of 
making a difference 

by encouraging 
donations in

his honor to the 
Ward Fellowship, 

ensuring his legacy 
of touching the 

lives 
of others lives on.

 

https://www.bostonglobe.com/2021/07/28/metro/first-rate-journalist-robert-l-turner-globe-columnist-turned-editorial-writer-dies-78/

